VERSATI Portable Bar Manual
IMPORTANT: Warnings and Cautions
Metal edges and corners could be sharp. One should use protection gloves while manipulating the bar or any metal parts.
Also, avoid wearing new clothes or jewelry while assembling/disassembling/moving the bar.
Some parts can be too heavy or too large to be lifted and carried by one person alone. If unsure about your ability to lift
and manipulate a part by yourself, ask for others’ help. Why risk injuring yourself? A bar is a social thing anyway! Avoid
lifting and manipulating the bar parts in proximity to children or pets.
Place the bar in a safe place to avoid accidents.
Although the bar and lighting are made to resist to unexpected spills and rain, keep the bar top, controller, and electric
connections safe from direct spill, water, and rain.

Important Warranty Information
BEST portable bars come with a limited warranty of one year after the date of purchase against manufacturing defects.
Damages resulting from shipping, handling, misuse, bad maintenance, negligence, or any other factor that cannot be
controlled by Avec Flair Bar Solutions Inc. are not covered by this warranty.

Maintenance Information
Although type 304 stainless steel is very resistant to rust, it is recommended to always keep your bar as clean and dry as
possible, both when used and in storage. Avoid long exposure to citrus juice, salt water, and other rust activators.
For cleaning purposes, we recommend using Windex, Extra Virgin Olive Oil or Baby Oil. Always use a microfiber cloth to
clean a stainless steel surface.
To eliminate scratches, try brushing the scratched area with steel wool. Brush gently in the direction of the grain.

How to Change Panels on the VERSATI
For instructions, please head to https://bestportablebars.com/product/versati-portable-bar/ and
scroll down to find the ‘VERSATI Panels Installation’ video.
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